208 volt single phase wiring diagram
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Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Matt B Start date Feb 15,
Status Not open for further replies. Matt B Member. IN a single phase v application in most
cases no neutral is needed, is there no return path. No one has explained this to me properly.
Also is what is refered to as a "common" wire another term for neutral. Any current that flows
from the source via one ungrounded conductor, and passes through the load, will return to the
source via the other ungrounded conductor. So there is a? I have heard the word? I have also
heard long ago the phrases? The correct terms are? Does that answer your question? Dennis
Alwon Moderator Staff member. Matt B said:. Location Las Cruces N. Location Leesburg, VA.
Will research this when I get to my office. Last edited: Feb 15, Brian In my post I was cautioning
against thinking that usually didn't need a neutral. I didn't mean that it couldn't be single phase.
I'm sorry for the confusion. In this area, if someone tells me it is a single phase system, I can't
assume it doesn't have a neutral. Jim T. Location Pinellas County, FL. I believe Charlie B was
referring to Utilization equip. I believe it was well explained by him. JimT typo My Mother always
told me to take typing. In the 60"s I never saw a need for it. I think it? One of those points can
have a potential of zero volts with respect to ground but of course it is not necessary. In a
single phase V circuit with no neutral, the two voltage lines are alternating from negative to
positive in voltage and they are doing so at opposite times with respect to each other. That is
why current flows without a neutral. I have heard the term common used mostly for DC but
occasionally I see it used with AC such as the low voltage transformer of a doorbell, furnace or
thermostat. Perhaps every neutral is a common but every common is not a neutral. In my mind,
common implies that half the circuit shares the conductor and the other half does not. So I do
not see a neutral as a common unless it is a split phase or poly phase system or there is a bus
or chassis as the conductor. Simply being at neutral potential is not enough. Just my opinion
Dear Mr. At the bottom of this post is also a video about DC shunt motors. The auxiliary winding
switch connections must be made so that both of the auxiliary windings become de-energized
when the switch opens. In series with the starting winding is a centrifugal starting switch which
opens the starting circuit when the motor has attained approximately 75 to 80 percent of
synchronous speed. The function of the starting switch is to prevent the motor from drawing
excessive current and also to protect the starting winding from excessive heat. The motor may
be started in either direction by reversing either the main or auxiliary Starting winding. These
motors are suitable for oil burners, blowers, business machines, buffing machines, grinders ,
etc. A capacitor is permanently connected in series with the auxiliary winding. Motors of this
type start and run with a fixed value of capacitance in series with the starting winding. The
motor obtains its starting torque from a rotating magnetic field produced by the two stator
windings physically displaced. The main winding is connected directly across the line, while the
auxiliary or starting winding is connected to the line through the capacitor , giving an electrical
phase displacement. This motor is good for direct connected drives requiring low starting
torque such as fans, blowers, some pumps, etc. A Split Phase Capacitor Start Electric Motor
may be defined as a form of split-phase motor having a capacitor connected in series with the
auxiliary winding. The auxiliary circuit is opened by the centrifugal switch when the motor
reaches 70 to 80 percent of synchronous speed. Also known as a capacitor-start, induction-run
motor. The rotor is a squirrel cage. Motors of this type are suited for air conditioning and
refrigeration applications, belt driven fans , etc. A Split Phase Capacitor Run type of electric
motor has a running capacitor permanently connected in series with the auxiliary winding. The
starting capacitor is in parallel with the running capacitor only during the starting period. The
motor starts with the centrifugal switch closed. Amazon Sells Electric Motors. After the motor
reaches 70 to 80 percent of synchronous speed, the starting switch opens and disconnects the
starting capacitor. The running capacitor is usually of the paper-spaced oil filled type normally
rated at volt AC for continuous operation. They can range from 3 to 16 micro-farads. The
starting capacitor is generally of the electrolytic type and may range from 80 to micro-farads for
volt 60 HZ motors. These motors are good for applications requiring high starting torque such
as compressors, loaded conveyors, reciprocating pumps, refrigeration compressors, etc.
Amazon Sells Centrifugal Switches. It uses a single pole double throw type transfer switch to
impress a high voltage across the capacitor during start-up. After the motor has attained a
speed of 70 to 80 percent of synchronous, the transfer switch operates to change the voltage
taps on the transformer. The voltage supplied to the capacitor by means of the transformer can
vary between and volts during start-up. For continuous operation, around volts is furnished.
Good for high starting torque applications such as compressors , loaded conveyors,
reciprocating pumps, refrigeration compressors, etc. In split phase motors, changing the
winding causes the motor to work in reverse. Both windings must be identical as to size of wire

and number of turns. This motor is equipped with an auxiliary winding, displaced in magnetic
position from, and connected in parallel with the main winding. The reactor reduces the starting
current and increases the current lag in the main winding. This is a constant speed motor and is
best for light running machines such as fans, small blowers, business machines, grinders, etc.
Amazon Sells Motor Start Capacitors. The auxiliary starting winding is displaced in space from
the main winding by 90 degrees. It also has a centrifugal switch and starting capacitor. This
type of winding arrangement gives only half as much starting torque at volts as on a volt
connection. A Repulsion Electric Motor is by definition a single phase motor which has a stator
winding arranged for connection to the source of power and a rotor winding connected to a
commutator. Brushes and commutators are short-circuited and are placed so that the magnetic
axis of the rotor winding is inclined to the magnetic axis of the stator winding. It has a varying
speed characteristic, a high starting torque, and moderate starting current. This motor starts as
a repulsion motor, but operates as an induction motor with constant speed characteristics. It
has a single-phase distributed field winding with the axis of the brushes displaced from the axis
of the field winding. The armature has an insulated winding. The current induced in the
armature is carried by the brushes and commutator resulting in high starting torque. When
nearly synchronous speed is reached, the commutator is short-circuited so that the armature is
then similar in its functions to a squirrel cage armature. Reversal of the motor is accomplished
by interchanging the field winding connections. There are a number of different construction
methods used, but the basic principle is the same. The shading coil consists of low resistance
copper links embedded in one side of each stator pole, and are used to provide the necessary
starting torque. When the current increases in the main coils a current is induced in the shading
coils that opposes the magnetic field that is building up in part of the pole pieces they surround.
When the main coil current decreases, that in the shading coil also decreases until the pole
pieces are uniformly magnetized. As the main coil current and the pole piece magnetic flux
continue to decrease, current in the shading coils reverses and tends to maintain the flux in part
of the pole pieces. When the main coil current drops to zero, current still flows in the shading
coils to give the magnetic effect which causes the coils to produce a rotating magnetic field
which makes the motor self-starting. Used where the power requirements are small such as in
clocks, instruments, hair dryers , small fans, etc. The field circuit with its winding, is built
around the conventional squirrel cage rotor and consists of punchings that are stacked
alternately to form overlapping joints in the same manner that small transformer cores are
assembled. Motors like this will only operate on alternating current, they are simple in
construction, low in cost, and extremely rugged and reliable. Their principal limitations are
however, low efficiency and a low starting and running torque. A shaded pole motor is not
reversible unless shading coils are provided on each side of the pole, and means for opening
one and closing the other coil are provided. The inherently high slip of a shaded pole motor
makes it convenient to obtain speed variation on a fan load, for example by reducing the
voltage. Ebay Sells Manual Motor Starters. It is a series wound motor. It is provided with a field
winding on the stator which is connected in series with a commutating winding on the rotor.
Commonly manufactured in fractional horse-power sizes. Typical uses are in portable tools,
office appliances, electric cleaners, kitchen appliances, sewing machines, etc. The speed of
universal motors can be adjusted by connecting a resistance of proper value in series with the
motor. This makes it suitable for such applications such as sewing machines that operate over
a range of speeds. Universal motors may be either compensated or uncompensated, the latter
type being used for the higher speeds and lower ratings only. Reversal of this motor is
accomplished by an interchange of the brush holder leads, with the armature connected off
neutral. In the split-series, three-wire reversible type universal motor, one stator coil is used to
obtain one direction and the other stator coil to obtain the other direction with only one stator
coil being in the circuit at a time. The armature connections must be on neutral in order to
obtain satisfactory operation in both directions of rotation. Other wiring diagrams can be found
here. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Privacy Policy. Password
recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Attic Fan Replacement. Switched Outlet Wiring
Diagrams. Light Switch Wiring Diagrams. TV is Copyrighted Material. All Rights Reserved.
Electrician is a Registered Trademark. TV does not use cookies to track your personal activity.
Contact us: JohnG MrElectrician. Site Map Disclaimer Privacy Policy. Cookies are used on this

website to give you the most relevant browsing experience by remembering your preferences
and repeat visits. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Necessary Cookies are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. Third-party
Cookies Non-Necessary that help analyze and understand how you use this website are utilized
by advertisers. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also
have the option to opt-out of these cookies. However opting out of some of these cookies may
affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-Necessary Non-Necessary. Not
only will it enable you to accomplish your desired outcomes quicker, but also make the whole
procedure simpler for everybody. This e-book can demonstrate for being the ideal tool for all
these who wish to create a well-organized and well-planned functioning atmosphere. Wiring
Diagram comes with a number of easy to stick to Wiring Diagram Directions. These instructions
will probably be easy to understand and implement. Using this guide, you will be in a position to
see how each and every element should be linked as well as the actual steps you ought to take
to be able to successfully total a particular job. Wiring Diagram contains numerous in depth
illustrations that show the relationship of various items. It consists of directions and diagrams
for various types of wiring techniques along with other items like lights, home windows, and so
forth. Each and every one of those tips are illustrated with practical illustrations. Wiring
Diagram not only gives detailed illustrations of what you can do, but in addition the procedures
you ought to stick to although carrying out so. Not only are you able to discover different
diagrams, however you also can get step-by-step guidelines for a particular undertaking or
topic that you would prefer to know more about. Additionally, Wiring Diagram provides you with
the time body in which the projects are to become finished. You will be in a position to know
exactly if the assignments ought to be completed, that makes it much simpler to suit your needs
to properly manage your time and effort. Wiring diagram also offers useful recommendations
for assignments that may require some extra equipment. This e-book even includes ideas for
extra materials that you may require as a way to finish your assignments. It will also include
provides you could must complete straightforward assignments. Wiring Diagram consists of
both examples and step-by-step directions that would allow you to definitely really build your
project. This really is beneficial for the two the folks and for professionals who are seeking for
more information regarding how to established up a functioning surroundings. Wiring Diagrams
are made to be easy to comprehend and easy to create. You can discover this guide
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easy to make use of and also very affordable. You are able to often depend on Wiring Diagram
being an crucial reference that may help you save time and money. With all the help of this
book, you are able to very easily do your own wiring tasks. Moreover, this guide provides
practical recommendations for many different tasks that you will probably be in a position to
complete. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to
troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments with ease. Buy Here Ballast Wiring
Diagramballast wiring diagram â€” You will need a comprehensive, professional, and easy to
comprehend Wiring Diagram. With such an illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot,
avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not only will it assist you to attainâ€¦. With this kind of
an illustrative guidebook, you are going to be capable of troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your
projectsâ€¦. Mallory Ignition Wiring Diagram. Sunpro Tach Wiring Diagram.

